INTRODUCTION.
All rings considered below are (commutative integral) domains. As in Bouvier et al [1] , a ring A is said to be catenarian if, for each pair P c Q of prime ideals of A, all saturated chains of primes from P to Q have a common finite length; and A is said to be universally catenarian if the polynomial rings A[X X,] are catenarian for each positive integer n. Let T be a domain of the form K + M, where K is a field and M is a maximal ideal of T. Let D, with quotient field k, be a subring of K; put R D + M. In order to develop a then-new class of universally catenarian tings, Anderson et al [2] proved that if K is algebraic over k and both D and T are universally catenarian, then R is universally catenarian [ [2] , namely that universally goingbetween holds for any domain which is module-finite over a universally catenarian domain (Proposition 2.2). As defined in section 2, "universally going-between" is a universalization of the "going-between" property introduced by Ratliff [5] . The study of this property began with the following question of Krull [6] . If (2) . Since T is integral over R, it is enough to prove that if Q1 c Q2 are adjacent primes of B, then P,=QinA must satisfy ht(P2/P1)= 1. Suppose not. Then some Pe Spec(A) lies properly between P1 and P2" By going-up, one finds primes Q c Q3 in B which contain Q1 and satisfy Q cA P and Q3cA=P2. Since Q and Q3 each lie over P2, it follows via incomparability and going-down that ht(Q2)=ht(P:)=ht(Q3). However, since B is catenarian, ht(Q,) ht(Q,/Q1 + ht(Q1). Thus, since the existence of Q assures that ht(Q3/Q1 > 2, + ht(Qi) ht(Q2) ht(Q3) >_ 2 + ht(Qi).
All these heights are finite since T is locally finite-dimensional. So we have the desired contradiction, completing the proof.
We close with the following observation. In view of Propositions 2.1 (b) and 2.7 and Corollary 2.3, it would be of interest to find sufficient conditions for direct limit to preserve (universally) going-between.
